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By Julia Kearney
Summer is upon us! Time to relax and
bathe in the warmth of the sun. Although
the sun may feel great, it’s also very
harmful to the skin. The sun can cause
different forms of skin cancer, which can
be deadly if not treated. Skin cancer is the
uncontrolled growth of abnormal skin
cells that occurs when genetic defects are
triggered, typically by heat. About 1/5
Americans will develop skin cancer in
their lifetime. The most common skin
cancers are melanoma and squamous cell
carcinoma. May is National Skin Cancer
Awareness month, and this month is
dedicated to past, present, and future
victims of skin cancer.

cell carcinoma by 40% and melanoma by
50%. If a person has had more than five
sunburns, their risk for melanoma
doubles. It’s very important to always use
sunscreen while spending time outside.
You can also help your chances of
avoiding or preventing melanoma by
giving yourself regular body checks. If
any unusual moles or changes in previous
moles are noticed, calling a doctor
immediately is the smart thing to do. The
sooner it’s diagnosed, the quicker you can
begin treatment. Early treatment increases
chances of survival. There currently aren’t
any cures for skin cancer, and treatment
involves cutting out cancerous skin to try
to prevent spreading. It’s not a fun
Melanoma is the most common form of
cancer for young adults, ages 25-29 years. experience, but it’s worth it to save lives.
Men are 55% more likely to die of
This summer, don’t let the fear of
melanoma than women. Right now, an
melanoma trap you inside. As long as
estimated 46,870 new cases of invasive
sunscreen is worn, these dangerous
melanoma in men, and 29,510 in women cancers have an unlikely chance of
will be diagnosed in the US in 2016.
developing. For more information on
About 6,750 of those men and 3,380 of
staying safe from skin cancer, check out
those women will die from melanoma in http://www.skincancer.org/skin-cancer2016. Melanoma can affect anyone of any information.
ethnicity, age, and gender.
This may sound scary, and sometimes
skin cancer is unavoidable. However,
there are many ways you can try to
prevent it. Using sunscreen with an SPF
15 or higher reduces the risk of squamous
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Metro Bombing
Memorial

heavily guarded by police
and military officers.
Extra security is needed in
case anyone else attempts
to plant a bomb or harm
By Jack Blazer
others in the future.
During that attack in the
On March 21 in Brussels, metro station, twenty lives
Belgium a bomb full of
were taken by terrorist and
nails was set off at 8:00
dozens were injured.
A.M. killing more than
Some things people wrote
thirty people. Shortly after on the board were messagthat at 9:11 A.M., a bomb es to people who had lost
went off in a subway sta- family members. One of
tion killing and injuring
the messages was written
more people. Weeks later, by a family to their dead
people in the community mother: “Dearest Mother,
set up a giant white board you will always stay in our
writing inspirational
hearts. You’re loving chilquotes or heartwarming
dren, father and the whole
messages for the families family.” Another person
that suffered losses from
wrote, “I am a victim of
the bombers who blew up barbarity, but I am also a
the airport and the subway. witness to solidarity.”
The white board was set
up in the subway that was
bombed, which now is

No Mosquitos Here
By Leah Nepo
The Zika Virus is a fierce mosquito transmitted
disease that Hornet Headlines has been reporting on
since its first outbreak in Brazil. Zika affects unborn
babies, giving those babies genetic disorders-and
most women don’t even know that they have it for the
symptoms are those of a common cold. Not only will
this concern pregnant women, but also the Olympics.
The 2016 Summer Olympics are scheduled to be in
Rio de Janeiro, where the Zika Virus has been spread
the most. There has been negotiation of changing the
place for this event to occur. Brazil’s president is
being impeached, the Zika Virus is at an all-time
high, and the ticket sales aren’t being sold as
frequently as in previous games. Not only that, the

Memorial Day
By Ben Kingsland
Why do we celebrate
Memorial Day? Memorial Day is an American
holiday that is on the last
Monday in May. Men
and women of the United
States Army died while
fighting in the Civil War.
The first time Memorial
Day was celebrated was
in 1866. In that time period, it was
known as Waterloo Day. The
reason it was
called Waterloo
day was because
of the Battle of
Waterloo. About
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a hundred years after
Waterloo Day was
passed as a national holiday, the name was
changed to Memorial
Day. Parades take place
in many different states
to remember the soldiers
that were killed. A benefit for kids is that you
have this day off. Families visit cemeteries to
remember fallen soldiers.

athletes could be stung! South Korea isn’t taking any
chances. With less than one hundred days left until
the big day, South Korea made Zika-proof track suits
infused with insect repellent and longer lengths.
Germany isn’t following South Korea’s lead, but
they’re going to take an approach to insect killer
infused clothes as well. I guess you could say those
clothes would be killer.
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soned villages
turning into
ghost towns
By Roselyn Velasco
from people
A huge dome is being built on the Chernobyl nuclear abandoning
power plant, scheduled for completion by 2017. A
their homes.
32,000 ton arch is going to be pushed on telefon pads This huge exto cover the ramshackle which exploded, costing the plosion near
Chernobyl plant $1.5 billion. Once completed, it will Pripyat, Ukraine resulted in thirty people dying from
be able to hold tons of nuclear fuel and radioactive
radiation symptoms. A total of 135,000 people evacudust. Also, it will be able to withstand natural disasated the area of the nineteen mile exclusion zone
ters, such as tornadoes and thunder storms. It will be around the plant. Months during the accident, a sarable to reduce greenhouse gases. The engineers are
cophagus was built to recover Reactor 4 to contain
building the Chernobyl arch so it can last for at least a radioactive material. The ramshackle was built for the
hundred years; they think that it will take that amount entomb radioactive remains which exploded and
of time to clean up the area too. In April 26, 1986,
burned in April of 1986.
thirty years ago in Ukraine, a radioactive fallout poi-

The Dome

Flying Late is Better Than
Not Flying at All
By Eurusalem Gebire
The US Department of all
homeland security will
immediately increase the
use of overtime work to
quickly bring in screening
officers to help lines at
airport security. These
insane lines have delayed
people from getting on
their flight despite how
long they wait. Some
passengers even come

three hours in advance.
TSA Administrator, Peter
Neffenger blamed the
long lines on the loss of
thousands of employees
in 2014 that the agency
has yet to replace. The
TSA is considering to
bring in bomb-sniffing
dogs to make the lines go
faster, with less hassle.

Airbus
By Ben Kingsland
On May 1, Airbus delivered its first aircraft to New
York City. This is Airbus’ first delivery in the United
States and was delivered to the JetBlue headquarters
in Long Island, New York. This airplane is a new
model, the A321. 350 Airbus workers came together
in the airbus headquarters in Alabama to build this
new airplane. The new airplane is an improved model
to the most recent model, the A350. Which took
approximately four years to manufacture this new
airplane. Airbus workers said, “After all the hard
work, it was worth it to make flights better.” Improvements were made for Wi-Fi and seats are wider.
Everyday, the Airbus improves planes to make every
flight as smooth as possible.
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B-A-N-A-N-A-S
By Leah Nepo
Have you
recently
enjoyed a
perfectly
ripe
banana?
Savor that
moment
and that
fruit,
because
you may
not be able
to buy bananas from the
supermarket anymore. I’m serious!
These bright yellow fruits have
been hit with a disease. This
disease is called the Panama
Disease and it’s affecting most of
the Cavendish bananas-the one we
consume. The fruit powered with
potassium used to be resistant to
this, but similarly to the 1950’s
epidemic, these bananas are being
wiped out once more. They’re
being produced with wilting
leaves, mostly in parts of Asia but
this has also spread to Australia,
Africa, and the Middle East. The
biggest concern is if it hits Latin
America, the number one supplier
of bananas for America and
Europe. If the Panama Disease
does end up making its way into
Latin America’s bundles of
bananas, the prices of them will go
up drastically and in extreme
cases-will be eliminated from any
grocery store and farmers market.
This may be bad for the
banana-loving humans out there,
but imagine what the monkeys are
going through.
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Listeria

brands of frozen fruits and
vegetable products. Frozen vegetables become contaminated from
By Roselyn Velasco
fertilizers in the soil. Animals that
Listeria is bacterium which infects carry bacteria can cause contamination of meat and dairy products.
humans and warm blooded aniThe CDC (Centers for Disease
mals by contaminated food,
Control and Prevention) thinks
caused by monocytogenes. The
16,000 people will get the disease.
disease affects adults, pregnant
It’s diagnosed by a physical exam,
women, and newborns with a
blood test, and, spinal fluid.
weak immune system. Some
symptoms are fever, muscle
aches, diarrhea, or gastrointestinal. Healthy people don’t get ill
but it can be fatal to newborn babies. Listeria caused eight cases of
illness resulting in hospitalization
in three states. The company,
named CRF, recalled a total of
eleven products because of the
possibility of listeria. Forty-two
deal this spring and Dunkin Donuts
revamped the menu-boards and
began advertising their incredibly
By Leah Nepo
cheap dollar slushies-perfect for the
Fast-food restaurants aren’t hitting
hot summer temperatures.
the snooze button anymore.
So, what’s all the hype about? Isn’t
McDonalds made the delicious
it just the classic bacon, eggs, and
decision to allow their breakfast
coffee? Yes, it is. (With some extra
menu items to be sold all day long,
hash browns involved.) Brunch is
helping increase lunch and dinner
fueling sales for America,
sales. Burger King is introducing
especially in the restaurant
new early-morning delights in the
business. McDonald’s sales are up
beginning of May. Taco Bell, a
by 5.4 percent and it’s mostly
competitor that started selling all
because of the brand new rendition
their morning meals in 2014,
of the world famous menu. Dunkin
revised the prices recently. Subway
Donuts is close behind in purchases
is offering a buy-one-get-one sub
and the obvious competition is
boosting attention to the food there.
Other fast-food joints are predicted
to pass that as well. All this tasty
food is leaving Americans with one
last question.

I’m Lovin’ It

When is Wendy’s going to join in?
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Defying the Odds
By Leah Nepo
The odds of winning the lottery are 1 in 13,983,816.
The odds of winning the lottery twice are 1 in five

How Did I not Notice?
By Eurusalem Gebire
Marathons are a common way of exercise. So
common, that even dogs have finished it. But now, a
girl, twelve years old, ran half a marathon. Lee
Adrinez Rodriguez-Espada was running late to the
Wegmans Family 5K Sunday in Rochester, New
York. To save time, her mom dropped her off before
parking the car. Rodriguez hurried to the starting line
only to realize the race has already started. She was
told to just start running and quickly fell into pace
with the others. Meanwhile, her mother was at the finish line of a different race, expecting to congratulate
her daughter within an hour. Rodriguez focused on
keeping her head up and getting to the end. What she
failed to realize until mile four was that the finish line
was nowhere to be found. “And that’s when it struck
me, I was in the half marathon instead of the 5K.” She
told CNN news. Instead of dropping out she decided
to keep running. When her mother, Brendalee Espada
realized her daughter wasn’t among the runners crossing the 5K line, she alerted race officials and police.
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trillion. So, you can pr etty much say this woman
challenged probability. Gina Short is a North Carolina
resident who was unfortunately diagnosed with breast
cancer in 2010. After undergoing some chemotherapy, Short asked her husband to pick her up a lottery
ticket from the local grocery store in Cornelius, N.C.,
because she was “feeling lucky.” The couple won
$250,000. What’s unusual about this? Just a few
months earlier, the cancer patient and her husband
won a million dollars before winning once again with
a lottery ticket from the same Publix. "For us to have
the good fortune of winning not just one big prize but
two, we are just very thankful for that," Len Short
stated. "We're still in disbelief mode," Gina Short responded when asked how they felt. I guess if they are
lucky enough to win once, who says they can’t win
twice?

At first, authorities, were concerned. An officer eventually found Rodriguez on the course of the Flower
City Half Marathon. The young runner said she could
not quit; she felt the need to accomplish the race.
Rodriguez ran ten miles farther than she had expected,
and when she crossed the finish line, her mother was
crying tears of joy. Rodriguez finished the race in two
hours and forty-five minutes. “I’m really proud,” said
the joyful mother who has to drive her daughter to another race this weekend. Rodriguez-Espada plans to
keep a closer eye on her daughter in the future.
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Water on Mars?
By Logan Bonacum
Mars, the fourth
planet from the
sun, is very far
away from Earth.
Getting there is the
big question. To
answer that we
would have to go
139,808,518 miles, or 225 million kilometers. It’s
quite a long way! But, what NASA is trying to figure
out is can we send humans to the red planet, Mar?
NASA is developing the capabilities needed to send
humans to an asteroid by 2025. Asteroids may have
resources, like drinking water, which astronauts could
use to bathe. More importantly we could break it

down into its component parts, like oxygen. Then to
Mars in the 2030s. We have things on Mars, just not
us. We have robots that are on Mars. In 2003 between
June and July two robots were launched to Mars and
landed there in January 2004. With their solar panels
to give them fuel they are still running as of this day,
or “sol.” A sol means a day on Mars, a sol is 24 hours,
and 39 minutes.
People have always wondered if there is water on
Mars. Evidence supports that there was water is totally
true! NASA has released that there is supporting
evidence of water streams on mars, yet again, just
frozen. Water on Mars exists today almost entirely as
ice, though it also exists in small amounts as vapor in
the atmosphere. NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
(MRO) provides the strongest evidence that liquid
water flows on present-day
Mars.
A Wildfire in

Fire Fledged Safety
Facts

in fires, quite possibly an explosion that
can be devastating. Keep flammable objects away from ignition sources. When
attempting to escape from a fire, get
By Sam LaScola
down on the ground, this is because heat
rises, more oxygen is stored on the
Quickly, what do you do need to do in
order to save yourself in a fire? Let’s talk ground rather than by the ceiling. Locate
about that. Fires happen from ovens stay- a towel or something that can suffocate
the flames, because heat needs oxygen,
ing on, microwaving metal, cigarette
smoke, or even bonfires outside. So, how this will put out the fire. If you are caught
on fire remember to stop, drop, and roll.
does one prevent fires from happening?
First, buy a fire extinguisher and keep it
in close proximity to where you sleep at
night. Most home fires happen at 9 PM-6
AM. Secondly, keep watch of your kitchen appliances to make sure nothing with
heat is left on. Thirdly, do not microwave
food or drink items with spoons, forks,
and knives.
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You can purchase fold out ladders at the
store which you can prop outside your
window to make a quicker and safer escape. Also, before opening a door always
place the back of your hand on it to make
sure it is not hot. If you touch a knob that
is hot, it can result in third-degree burns.
Designate a meeting place with your family or peers when outside a burning
building, somewhere far away from the
smoke.

Always change smoke alarm batteries
when the detector starts making a high
pitched beeping noise. If your smoke
alarm does not have batteries and a fire is So, think you can remember all that? It is
active, it might be too late for you to es- important to note and might save your
cape the flames. Gas leaks can also result life one day.

Canada
By Jose Hernandez

Recently, there was a
wildfire that first erupted into flames that
burned down houses
and buildings and
changed lives for the
locals in Fort McMurray, Alberta. About
2,400 structures were
completely destroyed,
that makes up about ten
percent of the city. The
neighborhoods of Beacon Hill and Abasand in
many parts are unidentifiable, with debris littering the streets. The deputies there suspect it
wasn’t an arson attack.
Besides the fact, the
images are still heartbreaking and the cleanup will take days.
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NFL Draft
Mistake
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Tampa Bay Lightning. The Tampa
Bay Lightning’s superstar, Nikita
Kucherov averages more than 1 goal a
game. The San Jose Sharks’ player Joe
By Logan Bonacum
By John Duncan
Pavelski has stepped up to also average
The NHL Playoffs have taken place,
Before the NFL draft, which with all the teams having one thought more than one goal per game. St. Louis
started on April 28 and last- in mind, to win the championship.
Blues Robby Fabbri averages less that
ed to April 30, an athlete’s
one goal a game,
Currently, the teams are in the
phone was hacked and a vid- semi-finals. There are four teams
but not by much.
eo was leaked from his
Pittsburgh Penremaining. The St. Louis Blues playing
phone. Laremy Tunsil, a for- the San Jose Sharks, as well as the
guins player Phil
mer player of the University Tampa Bay Lightning up against the
Kessel is also avof Mississippi, was seen in a Pittsburgh Penguins. The St. Louis
eraging one point
video using an illegal subper game.
Blues are favored to win, as well as the
stance, which was clarified
as a bong. This video affectevery four years. The first ever euro
ed his number in the draft.
game was played in France it was won
Tunsil was predicted to have
by the Soviet Union. This is the third
been the number one pick,
By Jacob Scannell
time France has held a euro game.
but instead he was picked
There are the most successful national
13th. The NFL is questionThe Euro Games are for the men’s teams are Spain and Germany with
ing his acts and determine if European national soccer teams. With
three title wins. The current champion
the drugs where used recent- the Euros less than forty days away,
ly, and now he has been ac- safety is major key for the fans and the of the Euro games are Spain’s national
team.
cused of a lot more things.
24 teams that are playing In France.
The reason for increased security is
During an interview, a news Metal detectors have been placed on
because on November 13th, Islamic
reporter asked him if he took high speed trains at Gare du Nord so
militants killed 130 people at Parc des
money from his college
they cannot sneak in any weapons
Princes in France. The Euro games are
coach. He slowly replied
that might harm someone. Security
from June 10 to July 10. The security
“Yes, I did,” and was reguards scan bags on entry to major
budget has been increased to €34 milmoved from the interview.
shopping centers and transport hubs
lion or $380,000,000 U.S. dollars.
He is trying to get out of the such as Les Halles.
Since the Paris attacks Paris has sucsituation he is in, but it’s
The year when the Euro games were cessfully held a marathon and three
going to be difficult for him.
founded was 1960. The Euro game are rugby matches in France.

NHL Playoffs

Euro Games

By Giovani Vazquez
On Saturday, May 7, 2016 a horse
named Nyquist won the 142nd
Kentucky Derby. In the final

quarter of the derby, Danzig Candy
took the lead, but Nyquist passed
Mario Gutierrez and Doug O’ Neill
securing victory over Exaggerator
and Gun runner. Nyquist’s owner is
J. Paul Reddam a Canadian
businessman who works at the
University of California. Doug O’
Neill is also the trainer of Nyquist.
Exaggerator odds were 5-1 holding
up the second favorite behind
Nyquist with Gun runner 10-1.

Nyquist’s odds were 3-1 but when
time came for the race they fell to
2-1. The entrance for the derby was
$2million, owner had to pay a fee
of $25,000. The winner was
guaranteed to win 1.224 million.
Second place received $400,000,
and third place takes home
$200,000. Nyquist remains unbeaten for all Kentucky derbies. Then
next Kentucky derby will be May 5,
2018 in Louisville Kentucky.

TECH NEWS
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Phones over Friends?
By Braelyn Rathbun
Now a days, the addiction to cell phones is most
common in teenagers. These days, people seem to
have more interests in games or social media than
friends. Two-thirds of teens talk to their friends on
their phones and it’s the same. Instead of going out
with friends people sit on their phones and text...
What happened to our society? What makes phones
so important to people? Teens around the world care
more for phones more than they care about their
friends. Because teens grew up with cell phones, they
are more used to using/depending on their cell
phones. If you’re ever walking and saw a group of
teens you probably not going to see them talking to
each other... You’re most likely going to see them on
their phones. This is because teenagers are too
dependent on their phone. Teenagers have grown the
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need to always have their phones on them… The
thing is when teens actually hang out with each other
they are on THEIR PHONES... It’s not like they are
actually interacting with each other.
In 1950, cell phones were just coming out. Teens in
the 1950’s went out and hung out with friends for fun.
They read books and hung out with family and
friends. When cell phones first came out, the only
thing teens used them for was keeping in touch with
their parents. Now a days, teens use their cell phones
for going on Social Medias like Instagram and
Twitter. In 1950, they didn’t have social media, they
were just coming out with the TV. Today it’s like TV
and phones are teenager’s favorite things to do.

Should Other Companies Worry About Tesla?
By John Duncan
Automotive companies are getting
worried about Tesla and the Model
III. With its 35 thousand dollar
price tag it’s right along its
competitors. It’s set to compete
with the Bmw 3-series, Audi a4,
and the Mercedes cla45 and some
other vehicles. 325 thousand people
have reserved there model III and
they have already made profit

without the car being on the market
yet. There has been a study saying
that most buyers consider a Bmw
which would be the most affordable
option, most of the entry level
luxury cars are not fully electric.
Audi planes to build an electric
E-Tron Quattro awd suv for a
competitor to Tesla’s Model x, and
Mercedes is planning also, but they
have a lot of time to plan.
Tesla has not finished the
design of the Model III,
and they haven’t figured
out what parts they are
going to use. Tesla also
has another big project
on their hands. They are
working on the LAPD
using their cars. Tesla
seems to be at an all-time

high, but there has been so recent
scares. For example on May, 12th a
man claimed that his Tesla crashed
itself while using the summon
mode, which is a feature for the car
to park itself. Tesla claims that it’s
not their fault that the car crashed.
The feature is still in beta and the
owner seem to not understand that,
they say. They also they the feature
should only be used on private
property. The Tesla hit a trailer that
was high up. Many say it might be
a bug in Tesla’s features because
the sensors didn’t detect it. Another
big problem was when Tesla was
caught paying a foreign worker 5
dollars an hour, but no one seems to
be losing faith in Tesla.
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New Nintendo Releases
By Sam LaScola

What is up with Nintendo and all of these new
releases? They never disappoint us, at least not
always. First comes Paper Mario Color Splash, then
Paper Mario: Paper Jam, released last year on the 3DS
system, and now a new title for the Wii U. As of now,
there isn’t any official release date yet, but it definitely
is something to look forward to. In this game, you
restore color to the world with your super hammer. It
is a 3D platformer in a 2D world. That is all of the
information provided in the Nintendo Direct of March
2016. Next up are some old classics added to the
line-up of Virtual Console games on New Nintendo
3DS systems. Super Mario World, Super Mario Kart,
Earthbound, Super Metroid, Donkey Kong Country,
Zelda a Link to the Past, Pilotwings, Donkey Kong
Country 2, and F-Zero all come to the Nintendo eShop
exclusively on the New Nintendo 3DS, which is
important to note. If you own a regular XL or original,
you cannot download these games because the NEW
XL is the only handheld system capable of producing
the high resolution 16-bit graphics of the Super NES.
Furthermore, new amiibo have been announced! Kirby
looks to finally be getting his own series of amiibo.
This series includes Kirby, Meta Knight, and a classic
looking King DeDeDe. However, a new edition to the
series comes the Waddle Dee. Yet another wave of
Animal Crossing amiibo cards is being released
alongside the summer and winter outfits for Isabelle.
If you are wondering what the Kirby amiibo do, well,
we don’t know yet. Of course, they will do something

(s) awesome like give the player abilities or bonuses in
Kirby Planet Robobot, a new Kirby game coming to
3DS. It is similar to Kirby Triple Deluxe, but with
unique levels and new power ups. Even better amiibo
functionality will be included in the game. You can
tap certain amiibo to the bottom screen of your 3DS
from Smash Bros. or Splatoon to gain abilities alike to
that character. With Mario you get the fire ability,
Link gives you the sword ability, Little Mac gives you
the fighter ability, and so on and so forth. All of these
Kirby and Animal Crossing amiibo and the new Kirby
game release on June 10th, 2016. If you don’t know
what Animal Crossing is, it is basically a game series
where you are the only human living in a world with
animals. Now come some rumors. Remember, these
are rumors about to be discussed and have not been
officially confirmed by Nintendo. The NX is
apparently getting a release date and or new name
soon, very soon. Zelda U is getting a Wii U and NX
release. Along with Zelda U might be coming a Zelda
specific line of amiibo, along with voice acting in the
game. Everyone except for Link. And lastly with
Zelda U, you might possibly be able to choose to be a
male or female version of Link, which is interesting to
say the least. Here end the so called rumors of
upcoming Nintendo products. What do you think?
True or false? Are you excited for these confirmed
games? I can assure you that they will be memorable
for any Nintendo fan, and a great experience for
beginners of the Nintendo franchises.
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The Evolution of
Dance
By Angel Torrijos-Duran
Over the past decades, the way people dance has
changed. There is the Twin Twin and the Hit The
Mario and don’t forget the Dab. Dancing started way
back in the 20th century as a way of healing people
from colds or sickness. The history of dance is a bit
harder to find due to the fact that you can’t leave behind a dance. Dancing started out as a religious celebration. It was also a way of showing your expressions to people and to just let go from everything. Ballet is the first form that was made to share a story with
people. After this there was a bunch of dance that didn’t really change up the formula. The real change
came around the 70’s to the 90’s when Michael Jackson’s Moonwalk was created. This dance move totally
changed the way we dance. Now in the 2000’s there is

MLGTube
By Angel Torrijos-Duran
YouTube is the biggest video platform in the world and it would make
sense that spooky stuff would come
and go. Recently, a bunch of
“montage” channels have come out
with videos based upon kid shows
or a random video and then the video is edited. What makes these
channels different is that they add
MLG Memes to the videos. Memes
have been on YouTube’s earlier
days, since 2005 under the name
YouTube Poop. This was when people made edits from what the characters originally said. In late 2007,
this died down, but was later revived in the form of MLG. MLG is
a professional sport where gamers
can play Call of Duty (COD) or different competitive games. The internet took this and added loads of
memes to it and has now replaced

a “fresh” new change. There is the W hip and Nae
Nae, Hit The Quan, and the Dab. There was also Psy
with the internet, Gangnam Style which is also the
number one most viewed video on YouTube which
shows that this dance move and song is pretty dank.
Around 2007, a video on the YouTube popped up
called Hit The Mario or Do The Mario which was a
remix of the original Super Mario Bros. 1-1 theme
with 3 people doing a variety of “Mario Moves”. Do
The Mario was a credits scene in the “ Super Mario
Bros. Super Show” which aired in September 4, 1989
and was Lou Albano in a Mario suit dancing to a Mario song by moving his hands left and right in a cringey
way. Overall the way peoples dance has changed for
good and bad.

YouTube Poop. There are only
a few “YouTube Poopers” left,
but their channels are still going
strong. A few examples of
MLG channels are Cory’s
Squad, CheekiiChaps, Materialisimo, Cyranek, and Flater.
These channels are rapidly gaining a large following and growing because MLG is a trendy
topic right now. MLG is making
its way into becoming an important part of YouTube due to
the fact that the videos are doing very successful and are
gaining a large following. MLG
will live on until its Gandhi.

New Drone
Innovations
By Evan Brown

Drones are
now used
for sports,
entertainment and
delivery.
They may soon be used for fire safety
measures and rescuing people in
emergencies. They would help firefighters detect people inside a burning
building. Drones may soon be able to
go underwater and investigate crash
sites from old shipwrecks. They may
even soon be able to investigate plane
crashes underwater and on land, and
they may investigate that new Egypt
air crash. They could also very soon
be able to fly right above our heads.
They would have to be at least 20 feet
above our heads, according to the
FAA or the Federal Aviation Administration.
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May the 4th be
With You
By Evan Brown

May 4th is commonly known
for being a huge pun. “May the
4th be with you”. This pun was
first used on May 4th, 1979.
This holiday isn’t a national
one it was just made by the
“real” fans of Star Wars. The
first organized celebration
included Star Wars trivia,
costume contests, and fan made
films and parodies of the
original Trilogy. Star Wars Day
became so popular that May 5
has come to be called "Revenge
of the Fifth", which is a play on
words from the movie Star
Wars: Revenge of the Sith.
Even though most people
recognize May 4th as Star Wars
Day, May 25th is National Star
Wars day. Declared by Los
Angeles city council on May
25, 2007.
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History of
Mother’s Day

Woodrow Wilson signed that the
second Sunday in May would be
further known as “Mother’s Day”.
Jarvis originally thought Mother’s
By Emma von Koch
Day would be about mothers and
th
their families celebrating together
Sunday, May 8 is a day to honor
about how much their mothers do
our mother’s. Mother’s Day is a
for them. Soon it became a National
holiday created by Anna Jarvis in
1908. She organized the first official Holiday which is why you see
celebration at a Methodist Church in florists and card companies like
Grafton West Virginia. This is now Hallmark booming in business.
known as the International Mother’s Jarvis success soon turned to failure
however.
Day Shrine. The same day,
thousands of people attended a
Since Jarvis wanted the holiday to
Mother’s Day event in Philadelphia. about thanking our mothers, it was
for a while. Then it became a way
Anna Jarvis often argued that men
for organizations to make money in
were granted more achievements
than women. She then started a cam- 1920. A lot of money. This seriously
upset Anna Jarvis and she tried her
paign writing letters to newspaper
hardest to return the holiday to its
companies and politicians about
making mother’s day a national holi- original state.
day. Finally, in 1914, President

Eat What You Want Day!
By Olivia Friend
May 11th is National Eat What you Want Day, so go ahead and break your
diet! The day originated from the 19th century. In the 19th century, this day
was to get extra fat or food and then for the next week, they would fast and
only eat rice and vegetables!
Directions:
Ingredients:
1.Preheat oven to 350 degrees
1 pie crust
2. Place pie crust in a 9” pie pan, crimp1 cup brown sugar
ing as desired
¼ cup unsalted butter, softened
3.Cream brown sugar and butter with an
1 egg
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1 teaspoon baking powder

¼ teaspoon salt
1 cup flour
1 cup candy bars (variety)
Extra candy to put on the top of
the pie

electric mixer. Add eggs and vanilla and
beat until combined, then add baking
powder, salt and flour then mix.
4.Add the candy bars and mix on high.
5.Pour the batter
into the pie crust
6.Bake for 24-30
minutes
Enjoy!
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La Fiesta Sigue
By Cindy Martines
When you think Cinco de Mayo
you probably think of a great
Hispanic party celebrating Mexican
Independence day. Well believe it
or not you are wrong. Cinco de
Mayo commemorates the Mexican
Army's successful defense of the
city of Puebla against invading
French forces in 1862. In Mexico,
Cinco de Mayo is rarely celebrated
outside of the state of Puebla.
However, Puebla goes all out and
celebrates with military parades,
reenactments of the Battle of

Puebla and other traditions. When
Cinco de Mayo is celebrated in the
U.S. it is mostly thought to
celebrate Mexican Independence or

Mexican culture. Chicano activists
in the 1960’s raised awareness
about the true meaning of this
holiday for they identified
personally with it. May 5th is not
just another date on the calendar; it
is a day to commemorate the brave
soldiers that protected their beloved
city of Puebla. This Cinco de
Mayo, surprise your parents,
teachers, or siblings by telling them
the true history behind this great
fiesta.

Sweet Yellow Circles
By Cindy Martines
Ingredients:
1 cup of white sugar

1 cup of whole milk

1 (14 ounce) can of condensed milk

3 eggs

3 egg yolks

1 tablespoon vanilla extract

1 tablespoon cornstarch

1 cup heavy cream

Instructions:

Place sugar in a heavy saucepan over medium-high heat, and cook, stirring constantly, until the sugar melts
and turns a golden amber color, about 10 minutes. Watch carefully once syrup begins to change color,
because it burns easily. Carefully pour the melted sugar syrup into a flan mold. Let cool.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C).
Pour whole milk, sweetened condensed milk, eggs, egg yolks, vanilla extract, and cornstarch into a blender,
and blend for a minute or so, until the mixture is smooth. Pour in the cream, and pulse several times to
incorporate the cream. Pour the mixture over the cooled caramel syrup in the flan mold.
Line a roasting pan with a damp kitchen towel. Place the flan mold on the towel, inside roasting pan, and
place roasting pan on oven rack. Fill roasting pan with boiling water to reach halfway up the sides of the
baking dish.
Bake in the preheated oven until the center of the flan is set but still slightly jiggly when moved, 45 minutes
to 1 hour. Let the flan cool, then refrigerate for at least 4 hours. To serve, run a sharp paring knife around the
inside of the mold to release the flan. Invert a plate on the mold, flip the mold over, and gently remove the
mold to unmold the flan and reveal the syrupy caramel topping.
YUM!
Source: allrecipes.com
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Congressman Coming to HRMS
By Jack Blazer
One of Mrs. DelaCourt’s classes sent letters to Congressmen George Holding discussing what CHC meant to them.
He gladly accepted. Before he
came I asked some students
from Mrs. DelaCourt’s on
their thoughts on George
Holding. The four 8th graders
I asked said they were very
excited to have him come to
their classroom. On Friday
20th 8:45-9:45 He
came to our school for
a question and answer
on any particular political issue asked by
the students or teachers. One of the questions asked was from
an 8th grader “What
do you feel about the

Stressed by

national debt of $20 trillion
and he responded by saying
“Americas economy needs to
start growing again. We need
to have it grow 5% more than
it is now to pay off the debt.”
Other topics were also discussed in the question and answer session. Overall, it was a
very cool experience to have
him come to HRMS .

reading a question on a test,
think if you might have seen
this question on a previous
test. This will make you
remember how to complete the
question. Before a test, if you
By Braelyn Rathbun
have extra time, try and study.
Do you ever get stressed
This will refresh your brain
because you have a big test
with all the things that might
coming up? Don’t worry, its
be on the test. You also need
normal. It is okay, getting
stressed when a test comes up, to be confident and calm
well that happens to everyone. during a test. Don’t hesitate if
you don’t know a question.
Here are some test taking
Just move on and come back
strategies that will help you
to the question. There are a lot
prepare for a test.
of strategies you can use
First thing is you should get
before and while a test. And if
plenty asleep the night before. you wanted, you can even
If you get plenty of rest you
make up your own strategies
won’t be tired the next day
when taking a test.
while you are taking your test.
Another thing is when you are

Tests?

By Kendra Shippee and Emily Spies
Hard work,
determination, and
sheer courage
is what the
kids at the
Special
Olympics
have. The
mission of the
Special
Olympics is
to give people
of all ages
with special needs, a chance to compete and
show off their unique talents. The kids
prepare and train for the event they will
participate in. The event was held on May
10, 2016 at the Cary Academy. In an interview with Brooke Greer, a volunteer at the
Special Olympics, she said that there were
events catered to the people participating in
the event. For example, the wheelchair races! That is really what the Special Olympics
is all about; giving kids a chance to shine
and be themselves while doing the things
they love. After the event, the kids are very
happy to have competed. Some of them
may have even won which is super exciting
for the kids, coaches, and parents. Mr.
Sampson, an AU teacher here at the Ridge,
said that the event is “Fantastic!” and
“Great!” He also mentioned that he thought
that the Special Olympics was a good thing
for the kids, and a lot of people will agree.
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It’s a Fishy
Situation
By Cindy Martines
Ms. Leonard’s first period
animal science class has
recently gone through a
wonderful experience.
They have dissected
starfish! Starfish are not
like many marine
organisms. They belong to
a rank of taxonomy called
phylums, which are the
highest level of taxonomy
after kingdoms. Phylums
are classified based on
their symmetry,
respiration, and other
physical features. Starfish
and similar organisms fall
under the Echinodermata
phylum. Which means
that they have certain
characteristics such as

HRMS Spring
Concert 2016

spiny skin. Starfish lack
several vital organs such
as a brain, respiratory
system, circulatory system
and other sensory organs.
Instead, they have a
unique water vascular
system. This system
which is used for
locomotion, nutrient and
gas exchanges, an
endoskeleton, a simple
nervous system composed
of a nerve ring and radial
nerves, a parachute-like
stomach that exits the
mouth in order to
consume prey, teeth, tube
feet for moving and
attaching to surfaces, as
well as spiny skin for
protection.
When asked why she
chose to dissect starfish
Ms. Leonard said “When
studying animals, it is

important
to perform
dissections
so we can
get to see
first-hand
what their
internal
anatomy
looks like
and how it
all works
together. Also, to compare
with our anatomy and
notice any similarities or
differences in location,
function or complexity.
We chose to dissect sea
stars for our Echinoderm
unit because they are
mostly soft bodied (except
for the endoskeleton) and
do not have a hard test or
bony skeleton to break
through like a sea urchin
or a sand dollar does.”

Most of her students were
ecstatic to perform a
dissection. Some however,
thought it was completely
gross. The students loved
opening up the starfish
and getting to investigate
its anatomy. Let’s just
hope that seeing an
animals internal organs
won’t scar them too
much!

Terrific kids
By Giovani Vazquez

Terrific kids is a program where kids go
On May 17th, an audience to work on behavior, peer relationships,
and school attendance. Students who
gathered in the Holly
achieves their goals will get a certificate
Ridge auditorium to see
or a pizza party and other giveaways.
their students dance. All
students taking Beginning The program is ran by the Kiwanis family club sponsor. There is an opportunity
Dance, Dance I, and
Dance II preformed. Mrs. for local businesses to be involved. The
Mundt carefully prepared Kiwanis family club will partner up
these routines for months with local businesses to secure the pronow. The students worked gram. Students build character and develop leadership skills. This program
extremely hard to help
makes children have smart choices.
choreograph the dances
This program helps teachers give rewhile Mrs. Mundt was
wards to students who are not notice.
preparing to leave. We
will all miss Mrs. Mundt Students focus on school and learning.
This improves behavior at home and
so much. She helped us
school, also in public places. This progrow to love dance.
By Emma von Koch
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gram can be used in community places
like the boys and girls club or other
youth organizations.
Recently, some students from Holly
Ridge were recognized as Terrific Students. Congratulations to Emily Spies,
Madison Nordberg, Alayna Clark for
being this year’s Terrific Kids.
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NJHS Induction
By Philasia Johnson
The some of the seventh
graders are moving up in the
metaphorical school food
chain. That’s right they will
not only be eighth graders, but
they will also be a part of the
National Junior Honor
Society. Many students were
invited, but only 57 students
were inducted for the school
year 2016-2017 The Induction
Ceremony was held on
Tuesday, May 10th. The
ceremony began with a
welcome by Ms. Mountford
followed by the Pledge of
Allegiance led by the student
NJHS President, Clark Brammer. Mrs. Kathleen Petersen
and Mrs. Linda Harrington
delivered a speech about what
an honor it is being chosen as

a new member. Then five current NJHS members on the
stage read about each of the
five pillars represented. Leadership (Jasmine Ryan), character (Alexandria Hill), service
(Madison Schwenneker), citizenship (Amaya Sullivan), and
scholarship (Clark Brammer).
As they did this they lit the
candle corresponding to that
pillar. Mrs. Petersen then began calling the names of the
new inductees. As each name
was called, the student walked
across the stage to receive a
Certificate of Induction from
Mrs. Mountford and Mrs.
Harrington. After this wonderful ceremony, a reception with
cake and lemonade followed
in the cafeteria.

Give Credit Where It’s Due
By Philasia Johnson
Dude! Be nice. On Wednesday, May 16 in the Holly
Ridge cafeteria was the day our school’s National Junior Honor Society group showed a lot much appreciation for the people who continue to go unnamed for
the hard work they do. They’re Holly Springs’ unsung
heroes, the volunteers. The National Junior Honor Society members and Ms. Kathleen Petersen, the faculty
adviser for NJHS, are definitely putting good use to
the Dude Be Nice philosophy in the form of a wonderful recognition reception for the lot of volunteers of
the Holly Springs Food Cupboard who would have
just went unnamed if it wasn’t for NJHS. It was just a
way of showing that people are thankful for the work
they do without an expectation of being rewarded despite deserving it. Many of the volunteers attended
and enjoyed the recognition having a chance to socialize with other volunteers and meet NJHS members.
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Fire Safety and Child Protection
By Jacob Scannell
Many teenagers babysit during the summer
and they have to make sure that the child
stays safe. Kids can be very curious and can
get into many different things that can start
fires or create hazardous situations. Here are
some tips on staying safe at a summer
babysitting job.
1. Keep all change away and out of reach.
2. Turn off stove tops.
3. Tuck electrical cords away.
4. Keep a fire extinguisher in your house.
5. Keep all of your bleach away and out of
reach.
6. Keep keys away from the child and out of
reach.
7. Remove all extra toys and blankets.
8. Meet all safety regulations for the baby’s
crib.
9. Never smoke in bed.
10. Keep pets off cooking surfaces.

